Trail Tree Newsletter
October 2022
This is Volume 58 of the Quarterly Trail Tree Project Newsletter. We hope the topics in this newsletter
will be of interest to you. If you want us to report on other things, just let us know and we will be happy
to do that. Below is all the latest news.

Trail Tree (TT) Database
Trail Tree Database
We began 2022 with the database of Marker Trees at the 3,200 threshold. We are now at 3,330. The
trees in the database now cover 45 states and Canada. Our hopes are that someone now finds trees in
North Dakota, Idaho and Nevada to round out the lower 48 states.

Trees of Interest
For this Newsletter, we have selected trees to show from those submitted in February to March 202

FL Trees
Julie is our tree searcher in SW Florida.
She found a Miccosukee village site in
a public park that had a large number
of Marker trees. The site was so
important that we traveled to Fl to visit
the site with Julie and her husband.
The tree to the right is an Ascension
tree used for burial ceremonial of elite
members of the tribe. The Miccosukee
village was located in this area from
1756-1828.
FL Tree
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Julie’s 2nd tree on the right is a Story
Telling Marker tree. The carved- out
section of the tree is telling the story of
the loss of women and children who
were murdered by the Spanish who
attacked their village in 1776.

GA Trees
Misty found her tree while scouting a
section of North GA. Scott’s tree is
from middle GA and has an unusual
shape that is not seen often. The large
downward pointing nose has only
been seen a few times.
FL Tree

GA Tree
GA Tree

NC Tree
Jill found her tree in NC. The original configuration of this tree included only the first vertical and nose
of the tree which is marking a single grave. Later, a relative to the person who is buried at this site
wanted to also be buried there so a second vertical was added later to represent the 2nd grave.
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NC Tree
VA Trees
Daisy’s tree to the right is also a grave pointer
tree. It has two verticals which normally would
indicate two graves. However, note the knobs
on the tree. They are indicating four graves at
this site.

VA Tree

Angels VA tree has three verticals
on the tree indicating three graves
are marked by this tree.

KY Tree
Claudia’s tree is a Directional
Marker Tree pointing toward
something of importance. This tree
maybe marking a water source.

AR Tree
Randy has been finding many
Marker Trees in Central AR. One of

VA Tree
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his latest finds is a double pointer tree. This type configuration points to two graves. Each grave is
located at the end of two pointers.

KY Tree
AR Tree

AL Tree
Wayne and Patsy have been searching the North
Central part of AL for years now and have many trees
to their credit. Their tree is a Directional tree well over
200 years old. Note how the tree has filled in the
section of the tree between the horizontal and vertical
member to handle the extra stresses of this joint.

Indian Heritage Sites Research Program
For many years, we have written about Earth Energies
but had never put together a comprehensive report
detailing all we know about the phenomenon of
earth energies. So, we decided it was time to write
that report which is now on the website under the
Research-Reports section. It is titled Phenomenon of
Earth Energies. While working on that report, I began
reading the book The Energy Grid, Harmonic 695, The
Pulse of the Universe by Bruce Cathie. Bruce Cathie, a
New Zealander, is probably one of the smarter people
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AL Tree

who in my opinion is in the ranks of Tesla and Einstein. His book got my attention and made me go back
and start examining what we knew about magnetic energies. That examination resulted in our
discovering there are actually five layers of magnetic energies on the earth, one fundamental frequency
and four harmonics, 7th, 17th, 26th and 33rd. Each of these harmonic magnetic energies form patterns on
the earth. Our hypothesis regarding these magnetic energies is as follows:
•
•

•

•

•

1st harmonic or fundamental frequency: this layer is the magnetosphere that protects the earth
and is in the form of a circle.
7th harmonic layer is the Ley Lines flowing continuously for long distances around the globe.
They form a hexagon pattern. The spacing of the nodes of this pattern is estimated to be 715
miles. There is a secondary layer of Ley Lines created from the primary layer. The physical reason
why these are created is not yet known. However, they have been measured at numerous sites
across the continent and appear to be random with no geometric shape characteristics. The lines
of the 7th harmonic are estimated to be 12 lines spaced 30 degrees apart and having a width of
about 75 feet.
In some rare cases where two Ley Lines cross each other, we and others have noted eddy-like
formations of the Ley lines with circular patterns formed. This may be caused by obstructions to
the flow of the Ley Line or it may be caused by one Ley Line having a higher flow and causing
the leaser flow Ley line to spin off.
The third layer is the 17th harmonic and it has the pattern of a square. These magnetic lines are
shorter and have upwelling and downwelling energy patterns at each node spaced 276 miles
apart. They follow the principle of physics that for every action there is an equal and opposite
reaction. Thus, each magnetic energy line coming out or going into the earth must have and
equal one going in the opposite direction. The 17th harmonic nodes are estimated to have 16
lines of energy spaced 22.5 degrees apart and 30-foot widths.
The fourth layer is the 26th harmonic. These lines form a rhombus pattern. The node points for
the 26th harmonic are estimated to be 194 miles apart and have upwelling and downwelling
energy patterns. The 26th harmonic lines are estimated to be four in a N-S and E-W configuration
and 25 feet in width.
The fifth and last layer of magnetic energy is the 33rd harmonic. These lines form an equilateral
triangle with each side being 164 miles distance. These lines have upwelling and downwelling
patterns. The 33rd harmonic nodes have 12 lines of magnetic energy spaced 30 degrees apart
with a width of 15 feet.

We began testing our hypothesis in August by traveling to Pilot Mt. NC where we determined a node
for the 33rd harmonic existed. There we measured 12 lines of harmonic energy coming out of the ground
spaced 30 degrees apart with a width of 15 feet. We used a Tri-Field meter and measured the magnetic
energy at the node at 13 milligauss where background magnetic energy is around 0.2 milligauss.
On our current trip out west to Colorado, we have stopped at several more magnetic node sites to
collect more data on this new phenomenon. When we have sufficient data from multiple node sites, we
will update our hypothesis.
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While delving into the phenomenon of earth energies, we were reminded of Kathe Bachler’s book, Earth
Radiation, The Starling Discoveries of a Dowser. Kathe, a German amateur researcher, studied 3,300
hundred homes and workplaces and 11,000 people and discovered that certain energy patterns caused
major health effects including cancer. In researching these type patterns, we discovered that in certain
locations across the US, there existed Cluster disease sites. In particular, four of these sites we determined were exceedingly bad. There are:
•
•
•
•

Colonia High School, Woodbridge, NJ; over 100 people in the last 30 years who attended the
school were diagnosed with brain tumors;
Hopewell High School, Huntersville, NC; since 2009, 20 plus people have been diagnosed with
ocular melanoma;
Auburn University, there have been at least 28 cases of ocular melanoma of mostly woman
who lived is certain dorms on campus plus other case in other buildings; and
A 3-block neighborhood in Huntsville, AL has had at least 20 cases of cancer in the last 30 years.

We have visited two of these sites and remotely dowsed the other two. In all cases, each site had negative energy lines going down through the buildings, had the presence of a vortex at the negative node,
had one of more underground streams of water associated with the energy lines and had the presence
of either iron pyrite or quartz minerals at that location. Iron pyrite is the worst in that in the presence
of water, it forms sulfuric acid and gives off noxious gases. We determined through Native Science and
dowsing that all of theses energy patterns and minerals were contributing to the cause of major diseases
at the site. Our team of researchers are working on learning to reverse the energy at the site to become
positive and stop these cluster sites from causing major medical problems.
On our visit to Canon City and Crestone CO
while out west in late September, we documented several Ute settlements with their associated features of Ceremonial Healing, Vision,
Burial and Council sites. In Crestone and surrounding areas, we tracked five Ley Lines from
Crestone north toward Canon City and south to
Alamosa, a distance of about 65 miles. From the
points and bearing lines we measured in
Crestone, we were able to predict the locations
of the Ley lines both north and south a distance
of 30 or more miles with accuracies of about 1020 feet.
While visiting Crestone, we also visited the site
of four unusual rock huts that we attributed to
the Utes. These rock structures with small openings were determined to be Spirit Houses used to bury
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elite tribal members. You can read our report written in 2015 of Spirit Houses on our website under
Research-Reports-2015. A picture of one of the rock spirt houses is shown to the right.
Presentations and Book Signings
We presented our Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian Trees and Places talk in August in Hayesville, NC. 68 people
attended that lecture. They got so interested in learning about Native Science and Dowsing that we came back in
September and taught a classing in Native Science and Dowsing to 16 people.
In late September, we traveled to Colorado Springs to participate in the Native American Sacred Trees and Places
(NASTaP) Conference 23-25 Sept and presented our Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian Trees and Places talk at
the conference. Our next presentation is in late Oct to the DAR in Atlanta. We have several talks already scheduled
for early 2023 and others are in the planning. We will also again be participating in the Wilderness Wildlife Week
Conference in Pigeon Forge in late January.
Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian Trees and Places
Our new book, Deciphering the Signs, Sacred Indian Trees and Places has been on sale since December 2020 and
is available on the website at https://mountainstewards.org/deciphering-the-signs-sacred-indian-trees-places/.
Deciphering the signs, interpreting Indian trees, and identifying sacred places involves new understandings and
new techniques in research that include Native Science, dowsing, earth energy and more. Some of our methods
are supranormal which sometimes invites skepticism. However, if you are interested in becoming involved with
the excitement of being able to achieve unprecedented results in locating, documenting, and helping to preserve
Indian culture then this book is for you. Prepare yourself to step into a world where your sixth sense becomes a
major part of your everyday life. We encourage you to be open to the experiences of dowsing as you may become
more adept at interpreting the sacred sites.
Facebook
To stay in touch with our activities in between Newsletter issues, follow us on our Facebook pages at
www.facebook.com/mysterytrees and www.facebook.com/groups/126677990699812/.(Mountain Stewards).
The Mysterytrees Facebook page now has well over 2,700 followers and the Mountain Stewards page has grown
to over 1,300. These sites provide a running account of our weekly activities. Please log on to the site and LIKE
the page. This opens our information to a larger audience and helps educate folks about the program. Dialog
often goes on between the followers of the sites who are sharing their findings across the nation.
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